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Abstract
The Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM a.k.a. SVG) is widely used to regulate dynamic reactive power
and to solve dynamic voltage stability problems. Modeling shows that a cascaded STATCOM, which is composed
of several cascaded H-bridges, not only has strong coupling characteristics when an LCL filter is added but it is also
a non-linear, multivariable system. Therefore, its practical design and application are difficult to implement. In this
paper an internal decoupling control algorithm is introduced to provide independent control of the active and reactive
currents. Decoupling control algorithms are proposed, and models and simulation of the decoupling are provided. We
describe the setting up of a simulation and experiments with a cascaded STATCOM based on combined circuit topology
with a multi-field programmable gate array (FPGA), and double-loop control algorithms with a current inner loop, and
a capacitor voltage outer loop. To provide control of the current inner loop, proportional-integral (PI) and resonant
controllers are used, having the control ability to cancel harmonics while compensating for the reactive power. This
paper presents new current-tracing control models that compensate for the fundamental current and eliminate selective
harmonics by adopting a d-q synchronous reference frame, and a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Voltage balance
is realized by introducing modulation wave distribution strategies. Furthermore, both simulation and experiments are
employed to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the control strategy.
Keywords: Cascaded H-bridge, Internal model decoupling, Resonant controller, Distribution of modulation,
Double-loop control
1. Introduction
The Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) is
one of the latest technologies in the field of reactive com-
pensation, and is an important element of flexible alter-
nating current transmission systems (FACTS). The STAT-
COM is connected in parallel to a power grid, allowing the
compensator to be used as a controllable reactive current
source as its reactive current quickly follows the changes
of the load reactive current. The STATCOM automatically
∗Corresponding author
Email address: cumtzxh2013@126.com (Xuehua Zhao∗,)
provides dynamic reactive power compensation according
to the reactive power needed in the power grid system.
Conventional reactive power compensation devices, such
as parallel capacitors, do not have fast, dynamic, smooth
and continuous compensation characteristics, and cannot
conform to the system requirements because of their poor
dynamic regulation performance. The Static Var Com-
pensator (SVC) is currently widely used as an important
type of reactive power compensation device. However,
if the reactive power of the system output decreases, the
compensation effect becomes less than ideal if the output
current reaches the maximum capacity of the SVC. There-
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fore, medium-voltage cascaded STATCOMs have become
the focus of research in recent years in an effort to provide
effective regulation of power quality. The cascaded STAT-
COM with an H-bridge structure has obvious advantages
relative to the multiple structures of traditional transform-
ers. These advantages, apart from avoiding the need for
multiple transformers, include high efficiency, scalability,
and a modular design [1–3].
The H-bridges are multiple power units within each
stage of the cascaded STATCOM. The output current of
the STATCOM is optimized in terms of a rational param-
eter setup for LCL filter. Mathematical model analysis
shows that a cascaded STATCOM, which is constructed
from several cascaded H-bridges, is a non-linear, multi-
variable, strongly coupled system. These properties cause
difficulties in the design and practical application of the
controller [4–8].
Mathematical models, which use the d- and q-axis
system currents as state control variables, can be deduced
in the a-b-c and d-q coordinates through equivalent con-
version and simplification. The active component of the
load current need not be considered when analyzing the
system current. Using internal model control theory and
proportional-integral (PI) control strategies as a basis, an
internal decoupling control algorithm can be employed to
provide independent control of the active and reactive cur-
rents. The research reported herein introduces the idea of
double-loop control algorithms, with a current inner loop
and capacitor voltage outer loop, allied with a multi-Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) structure. These algo-
rithms compensate for the fundamental current and elimi-
nate the 5th and 7th, 11th and 13th, and 17th and 19th har-
monics by adopting selective harmonic technology. This
paper applies a d-q synchronous reference frame and dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) to simplify the control prin-
ciple and reduce the number of controllers. Accordingly,
the system only needs to complete the compensation of
the fundamental current and the 6th, 12th, and 18th har-
monics by adopting proportional-integral (PI) and reso-
nant controller technology [9–11].
An adaptive dynamic layered control scheme, taking
account of the balance control of the total DC capacitor
voltage, the phase-to-phase voltage, and the voltage be-
tween each unit, is proposed in the control process be-
cause of the voltage imbalance issue in the voltage outer
loop. This paper also proposes another control method,
using modulation wave distribution strategies, to allocate
the switch action of the H-bridges for maintaining the volt-
age balance [12–15].
We established our simulation models and the experi-
Figure 1: Main circuit model for a cascaded STATCOM
mental techniques used to verify the rationality of the sys-
tem structure and control strategies based on our research
into the development background of medium-voltage cas-
caded STATCOMs. The performance in both dynamic
and steady-state situations is analyzed in our simulations
and by experiment. The simulation and experimental re-
sults show that the proposed mathematical models and
strategies are feasible and effective, and, moreover, that
the control of the reactive current of the STATCOM has
a rapid dynamic response and good stability characteris-
tics.
2. Topological structure and model analysis
2.1. Main circuit structure
The main circuit model of a medium-voltage cascaded
STATCOM is shown in Fig. 1. usa, usb and uscdenote the
three-phase voltage of the power grid; isa, isb and isc in-
dicate the three-phase current of the power grid; iLa, iLb
and iLc represent the three-phase current of the load; i2a,
i2b and i2c denote the three-phase output current of the fil-
ter; i1a, i1b and i1c indicate the three-phase output current
of the STATCOM; ua, ub and uc represent the three-phase
output voltage of the STATCOM.
Each phase of the medium-voltage cascaded STAT-
COM comprises eight H-bridge cells to form the cascaded
structure. The distributed H-bridges are the main power
devices used to form the three-phase system of the STAT-
COM, while the wiring adopts a star connection method.
An LCL filter is adopted to provide optimized control of
— 2 —
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Figure 2: Single-phase equivalent model of a STATCOM with LCL
filter
the output current in order to reduce the current harmonics
around the switching frequency of the three-phase pulse
width modulation (PWM) rectifiers. The power exchange
between the grid and the STATCOM is achieved by chang-
ing the size and phase of the output voltage. The measured
voltage and current signals are accessed in the main con-
troller to generate the trigger signals.
2.2. Mathematical model of a STATCOM using the output
current as state variable
A single-phase equivalent model can be created, based
on the main circuit model of the medium-voltage cascaded
STATCOM. This model is shown in Fig. 2.
If the STATCOM output current, capacitance voltage
and filter output currents i1, uc and i2 are taken as the state
variables, a state equation can be established on the ba-
sis of the single-phase equivalent model and the d-q syn-
chronous reference frame.

di1d
dt = −
R1
L1
i1d + ωi1q − 1L1 ucd +
1
L1
ud
di1q
dt = −
R1
L1
i1q − ωi1d − 1L1 ucq +
1
L1
uq
di2d
dt = −
R2
L2
i2d + ωi2q + 1L2 ucd −
1
L2
ud
di2q
dt = −
R2
L1
i2q − ωi2d + 1L2 ucq −
1
L2
uq
ducd
dt =
1
c (i1d − i2d) + ωucq
ducq
dt =
1
c
(
i1d − i2q
)
− ωucq
(1)
The reactive and active components ud and uq in the
d-q synchronous reference frame are used to express the
output current of the STATCOM. The voltage variables
ud and uq are the d- and q-axis current components of the
power grid.
The preceding formula indicates that the output cur-
rent components of the STATCOM in the d-q coordinate
depend not only on the coupled voltages (i.e.,ωL1i1a, −ωL1i1d,
ωL2i2a and−ωL2i2d) and the coupled currents (i.e., ωcucq
and −ωcucd) but also on the voltage of the power grid
(i.e., usd/usq). Therefore, designing a decoupling control
Figure 4: Single phase equivalent model
scheme with a closed loop control is necessary in order to
obtain the expected control performance for current con-
trol instruction (i.e. ud and uq).
The voltage components of the STATCOM in the d-q
coordinates are expressed as Eq. (2), using the state feed-
back decoupling control. The principle diagram, based on
such state feedback decoupling control is shown in Fig. 3.

ud = ud1 − ωL1i1q − ωC(L1s + R1)ucq
−ωL2(L1s + R1)Csi2q
uq = uq1 − ωL1i1d − ωC(L1s + R1)ucd
−ωL2(L1s + R1)Csi2d
(2)
Problems may arise if such a decoupling control ap-
proach, based on the introduction of state feedback vari-
ables, is used for the coupling variables. (i.e.,i2d, i2q, ucd
anducq). These issues may include the introduction of too
many state variables to readily solve the resulting group
of complex differential equations. Importantly, the accu-
racy of the controller will clearly be dependent upon the
number and precision of the control parameters.
2.3. Simplified model of cascaded STATCOM in the a-b-c
coordinates
The preceding analysis demonstrates that a cascaded
STATCOM is a non-linear, multivariable, strongly cou-
pled system which can therefore result in a certain degree
of difficulty related to control. The cascaded STATCOM
uses LCL filters, their main purpose being to filter the out-
put harmonic components. System analysis can simplify
the LCL filter structure to represent it as an L filter. LS
and RS are defined as the inductance and resistance of the
L filter. The three phase models are independent of, but
— 3 —
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Figure 3: Principle diagram based on feedback decoupling control
Figure 5: Equivalent model of compensation
symmetrical to each other. Therefore, an A-phase system
current is typically chosen as the research object. The es-
tablished single-phase equivalent circuit model is shown
in Fig. 4. The variables (i.e.,isaq, isap, iLaq andiLap) repre-
sent the system reactive and active currents and the load
reactive and active currents of the A-phase model, respec-
tively. The system and load currents are expressed as fol-
lows: {
isa = isaq + isap
iLa = iLaq + iLap
The single-phase equivalent circuit model of the A-
phase can be considered as two separate circuits. The
specific model is shown in Fig. 5. The active and reac-
tive currents in the circuits are controlled independently
with a compensation device aiming to provide the reac-
tive component. The reactive current, before compensa-
tion, can be represented as follows, with the power grid
providing the reactive current.
isa = iLa
isap = iLap
isaq = iLaq
(3)
The reactive components of the system current, de-
vice current, and load current, after compensation, should
satisfy the following condition, with the compensation de-
vice providing all of the reactive current for the load.
i2a = iLaq
isap = iLap
isaq = 0
(4)
The A-phase equivalent model of the cascaded STAT-
COM in Fig. 5 is expressed as follows:
usa(t) = Ls
d(isaq(t) − iLaq(t))
dt
+ Rs(isaq(t) − iLaq(t)) + ua(t)
(5)
that is,
disaq(t)
dt
=
diLaq(t)
dt
−
Rsisaq(t)
Ls
+
RsiLaq(t)
Ls
+
usa(t)
Ls
−
ua(t)
Ls
(6)
Similarly, the equivalent mathematical models of the
B- and C-phases are respectively built as follows:
disbq(t)
dt
=
diLbq(t)
dt
−
Rsisbq(t)
Ls
+
RsiLbq(t)
Ls
+
usb(t)
Ls
−
ub(t)
Ls
(7)
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discq(t)
dt
=
diLcq(t)
dt
−
Rsiscq(t)
Ls
+
RsiLcq(t)
Ls
+
usc(t)
Ls
−
uc(t)
Ls
(8)
The mathematical models of the cascaded STATCOM
in the a-b-c coordinates are presented in Eqs (6)–(8).
Subsequently, Eqs. (6)–(8) are simplified as follows,
if the preceding equations meet the following conditions,
isabcq =
〈
isaq, isbq, iscq
〉
, usabc = 〈usa, usb, usc〉, iLabcq =〈
iLaq, iLbq, iLcq
〉
, and uabc = 〈ua, ub, uc〉:
disabcq(t)
dt =
diLabcq(t)
dt −
Rsisabcq(t)
Ls
+
RsiLabcq(t)
Ls
+
usabc(t)
Ls
−
uabc(t)
Ls
(9)
2.4. Modeling of cascaded STATCOM based on the d-q
synchronous reference frame
An analysis of the preceding equations shows that the
cascaded STATCOM models in the a-b-c coordinates are
differential equations with time-variable coefficients. This
condition makes theoretical analysis difficult. A d-q syn-
chronous reference frame can be used to simplify the dy-
namic models. The relationship of the three-phase coor-
dinate transformation matrix (i.e., Park transform) is pre-
sented as follows:
T =
√
2
3
[
sinωt sin(ωt − 23π) sin(ωt +
2
3π)
cosωt cos(ωt − 23π) cos(ωt +
2
3π)
]
(10)
The parameter (i.e., ω = 2π f ) in Eq. (10) denotes the
angular frequency of the fundamental current. The rela-
tionship of the three-phase coordinate transformation and
the coordinate inverse transformation matrices between
the a-b-c and d-q coordinates is illustrated as follows:
{
xdq0 = T xabc
xabc = T−1xdq0
(11)
where xabc and xdq0 are the corresponding vectors in
the a-b-c and d-q coordinates, respectively.
The mathematical model of the cascaded STATCOM
in the d-q coordinates can be simplified as follows, and the
transfer relation of the variables should meet the following
conditions:
isabcq =
〈
isqd, isqq
〉
, usabc =
〈
usd, usq
〉
, iLabcq =
〈
iLqd, iLqq
〉
,
and uabc =
〈
ud, uq
〉
:
Figure 6: Principle block diagram of IMC
Figure 7: Equivalent feedback control principle diagram
 disqddtdisqq
dt
 = −RsLs isqd + ωisqq + 1Ls usd + diLqddt + RsLs iLqd − ωiLqq − 1Ls ud
−
Rs
Ls
isqq − ωisqd + 1Ls usq +
diLqq
dt +
Rs
Ls
iLqq + ωiLqd − 1Ls uq

(12)
where the output variables (i.e., ud and uq) of the STAT-
COM are used as the input variables, and the system cur-
rent variables (i.e., isqd and isqq) are utilized as the control
variables.
The model shows that coupling relationships also exist
between the reactive and active currents. Hence, a decou-
pling control algorithm is required to provide independent
control of the active and reactive currents.
3. Current decoupling design based on internal model
control (IMC)
3.1. Principle of internal model control
The principle diagram of the internal model control is
shown in Fig. 6.
Accordingly, Ĝ (s) is the internal control model; G(s)
represents the controlled objects; and GIMC(s) is the in-
ternal model controller. The equivalent feedback control
principle diagram for the internal model of control is shown
in Fig. 7. The equivalent controller is expressed as fol-
lows:
GF(s) =
[
I −CIMC (s) Ĝ (s)
]−1
CIMC(s) (13)
— 5 —
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3.2. Decoupling control strategy based on the internal
model
The state equations of Eq. (12) are expressed as fol-
lows using the Laplace transform method:
[
ud − usd − sLsiLqd − RsiLqd + LsωiLqq
uq − usq − sLsiLqq − RsiLqq + LsωiLqd
]
=
[
sLs + Rs −Lsω
Lsω sLs + Rs
] [
isqd
isqq
] (14)
Consequently, if the preceding equations meet the fol-
lowing two conditions,
{
vd = ud − usd − sLsiLqd − RsiLqd + LsωiLqq
vq = uq − usq − sLsiLqq − RsiLqq + LsωiLqd
(15)
Eq. (14) can be simplified as follows:
[
vd
vq
]
=
[
sLs + Rs −Lsω
Lsω sLs + Rs
] [
isqd
isqq
]
(16)
The derivation of ˆG−1 (s) and L(s) is presented in the
following equations:
ˆG−1 (s) =
[
sLs + Rs −Lsω
Lsω sLs + Rs
]
;
L(s) =
[
λ/(s + λ) 0
0 λ/(s + λ)
]
, then
CIMC (s) = G−1∧ · L(s)
=
[
sLs + Rs −Lsω
Lsω sLs + Rs
] [
λ/(s + λ) 0
0 λ/(s + λ)
]
= λ
[ sLs+Rs
s+λ
−Lsω
s+λ
Lsω
s+λ
sLs+Rs
s+λ
]
(17)
The result of the analysis indicates that the response
characteristic when using a larger parameter value (i.e.,
λ = 1/T ) has smaller inertia, quicker response and a larger
overshoot, whereas a smaller parameter value reflects the
opposite control effect. The input and output transfer func-
tions can be deduced as follows, using the equivalent feed-
back control principle diagram for the internal model con-
troller:
I(s)
I∗(s)
=
GF(s)G(s)
1 + GF(s)G(s)
=
CIMC(s)G(s)
1 + CIMC(s)
[
G(s) − Ĝ (s)
]
(18)
Figure 8: Decoupling diagram of internal model control
I(s) =
[
isqd
isqq
]
, I∗(s) =
[
i∗sqd
i∗sqq
]
, then
GF(s) =
[
I −CIMC(s)Ĝ (s)
]−1
CIMC(s)
=
[
I − λs+λ I
]−1
G−1(s) λs+λ
= λ
[ sLs+Rs
s
−Lsω
s
Lsω
s
sLs+Rs
s
] (19)
Subsequently, Eq. (18) is represented as Eq. (20) when
the G (s) = Ĝ (s) condition is true.
I(s)
I∗(s)
= L(s) (20)
If the algorithm plugs equation (I(s) and I∗(s)) into
(20), then the decoupling control algorithm is finally real-
ized in Eq. (21).
[
isqd
isqq
]
=
[
λ/(s + λ) 0
0 λ/(s + λ)
] [
i∗sqd
i∗sqq
]
(21)
The G (s) = Ĝ (s) formula becomes true if the neces-
sary parameters (i.e., Ls and Rs) are accurately designed.
By contrast, the equivalent response of the system and its
reference current (i.e., I and I∗) is assumed as an inertial
link (i.e., λ/s+λ = 1/1+T s) by choosing the larger param-
eter’s λ value. A proportional-integral (PI) controller is
also introduced into the control algorithm to achieve an
ideal response effect. The first-order internal model con-
trol principle block diagram of the STATCOM, following
the decoupling control principle is shown in Fig. 8.
— 6 —
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Figure 9: System simulation model
Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Value
1 Voltage class 380 V
2 Capacity ±0.1 M
3 Number of power units 3
4 DC-side capacitors 10 µF
5 Filter reactor 2 mH 8.4 mH
6 Filter capacitor 6.76 µF
7 Filter resistance 8.55 Ω
4. Simulation and experiment
4.1. Simulation platform for the system
The simulation system was built using a mathemati-
cal model in the a-b-c and d-q-0 coordinates; and an in-
ternal model decoupling control algorithm was adopted
to provide independent control of the active and reactive
currents. The simulation model is shown in Fig. 9. The
system simulation platform is based on the main circuit
model of the STATCOM (Fig. 1). The simulation param-
eters are shown in Table 1.
The output variables (i.e., ud and uq) of the STAT-
COM in the preceding model are used as the input vari-
ables. The system current variables (i.e., isqd and isqq) are
used as the control variables, and should satisfy the fol-
lowing condition: i∗sqd = 0 and i
∗
sqd = 0. The reference
voltages (i.e., v∗q and v
∗
d) are employed to achieve con-
trol of the output current, using the preceding decoupling
method. The three-phase output voltage signals (i.e., ua,
ub and uc), generated by the triangle carrier waves from
subordinate controllers and modulation waves from the
main controller, are used to drive the H-bridge circuits.
4.2. New current-tracing control model using DFT and
d-q synchronous reference frame
The proportional-integral (PI) controller may not per-
form well in a situation where the reference signals (i.e.,
i∗d and i
∗
q) are AC signals. This study adopts resonance
controllers to provide zero steady-state error control for
the selected harmonic currents (i.e., the 5th and 7th, 11th
and 13th, and 17th and 19th harmonic currents). The pos-
itive sequence part of the n order harmonic current in the
a-b-c coordinates is then transformed into the (n − 1) or-
der control component in the d-q coordinates. The (n + 1)
order control part in the d-q coordinates is used to control
the negative sequence part of the n order harmonic current
in the a-b-c coordinates. The above result shows that the
system only needs to complete compensation of the 6th,
12th, and 18th harmonic currents. The new detection and
control model is shown in Fig. 10.
— 7 —
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Figure 10: New current-tracing control model based on coordinates transform and DFT
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Figure 11: Energy balance principle of H-bridge
4.3. Modulation Wave Distribution Strategies
Next we investigated the use of modulation wave dis-
tribution strategies in providing a voltage balance control
scheme to solve the problem of the voltage imbalance of
the DC-side capacitors. These strategies were then added
to the adaptive dynamic layered control scheme to form
the control strategies of the integrated voltage, the phase-
to-phase voltage, and each unit voltage.
The energy balance principle of the H-bridge structure
shows that the DC-side capacitors are always in a charg-
ing state in the negative half-cycle of the fundamental cur-
rent (Fig. 11). By contrast, the capacitor releases energy,
and the capacitor voltage drops in the positive half-cycle.
Hence, this study used modulation wave distribution meth-
ods to solve the voltage imbalance problem of the DC-side
capacitors by controlling the insulated-gate bipolar tran-
sistor (IGBT) switch frequency and the conducting time
of the different H-bridges. The voltage comparison be-
tween the capacitors is conducted one time per control
cycle. The specific allocation strategy is shown in Fig. 12.
4.4. Verification of the cascaded STATCOM simulation in
MATLAB
In order to simulate the actual project in various oper-
ating conditions, load simulation system uses capacitive
and inductive loads in both cases. A harmonic source
Figure 12: Modulation wave distribution strategies
model, which represents the universal bridges, the resis-
tances, and the inductances, was used to simulate the har-
monic components of the load.
The steady-state performance waves of the system volt-
age, system current, load current, and device current were
analyzed (Fig. 13). The dynamic performance of the con-
trol system is shown in Figs 14. The dynamic waves of
the real-time, and reference q- and d-axis currents in the
process of switching multiple loads are shown in Figs 15.
Related simulation results show that the proposed modu-
lation wave distribution algorithm fulfills the charging and
discharging process that the automatic tracking control of
the capacitors requires (Fig. 16).
4.5. Experiment verification
The dynamic reactive compensation experiment de-
vice (i.e. the STATCOM) mainly comprises a control cab-
inet, several power cabinets, a starting cabinet, and a set of
reactors. A cascaded structure, star-connection method,
and H-bridge units are employed for a three-phase sys-
tem design. The hardware structure of the control sys-
tem includes the FPGA control circuit board, A/D circuit
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Figure 13: Steady-state performance waves of the capacitive and in-
ductive loads compensation
boards, I/O circuit boards, optical fiber interface circuit
boards, and the power circuit boards using multiple FPGA
chips. The integral control principle diagram is shown in
Fig. 17. The automatic control system of the programs in
the FPGA fulfills the functions of sampling, operation of
the phase-locked loop (PLL), sequencing of DC capacitor
voltage, distribution strategy of the modulation wave and
operation of the double-loop control algorithms.
The experimental results shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19
indicate that the experimental device can offer better com-
pensation accuracy in steady-state or dynamic performance.
The steady-state value of the load current is 150 A. The
actual data indicate that the part of the reactive current
which should be provided by the grid, is actually compen-
sated by the STATCOM. The STATCOM therefore achieves
dynamic current compensation without the need for any
current from the grid. The results shown in Fig. 20 indi-
cate that the proposed method has good harmonic currents
tracking control ability. The real-time value of the DC-
Figure 14: Dynamic performance waves of different loads
side capacitor voltage is shown in Fig. 21. Furthermore,
the data indicate the balance control for the DC-side ca-
pacitor voltage.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a new STATCOM control strategy, em-
ployed as an efficient control scheme for fundamental and
selective harmonic currents, was analyzed in detail from
three angles. A new decoupling control method, a flexible
comprehensive compensation scheme and special voltage
balance control strategies were introduced to form the sys-
tem control frameworks.
1. Due to a control problem with the state feedback
decoupling method, the proposed control algorithm
based on mathematical models of the STATCOM
adopts an internal model decoupling controller to
provide decoupled control of the d- and q-axis cur-
rents (i.e., the active and reactive currents).
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Figure 15: Currents and tracking error of d and q-axis currents
2. A new detection approach for the harmonic current,
based on the d-q synchronous reference frame and
the DFT, was proposed and applied to complete the
separate control of positive- and negative-sequence
currents (i.e., the part of the harmonic current used
for control).
3. The voltage imbalance problem of the DC-side ca-
pacitors was solved with an adaptive dynamic lay-
ered control scheme and modulation wave distri-
bution strategies. Both the simulation and experi-
mental results indicate that the comprehensive com-
pensation current has a good dynamic and steady-
state performance. Therefore, this control strategy
should be of great value in engineering applications.
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Figure 16: Balance control waves of DC-side capacitors
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